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Migration Class And Transnational Identities
Caribbean Migration to Western Europe and the United Statesfeatures a diverse group of scholars from across academic disciplines studying the transnational ...
Caribbean Migration to Western Europe and the United States: Essays on Incorporation, Identity, and Citizenship
People travel as never before. However, anthropological research has tended to focus primarily on either labor migration or on tourism. In contrast, this ...
Going First Class?: New Approaches to Privileged Travel and Movement
The range of arranged unions that now exist can be thought of as a spectrum, and younger generations tend to prefer a love connection ...
Young British Indians are embracing arranged marriage – just not in the traditional sense
My research shows that British Indians feet they have the ‘freedom to fall in love with anyone’ but within certain boundaries.
More and more young British Indians want ‘love-cum-arranged marriage’
In the heart of downtown Boise, less than half a mile from the Idaho State Capitol, the standard gray asphalt of the western city gives way to bright green concrete pavers. For the length of a ...
“We are because they were. Because we are, they will be.” A Community Fights for Its Identity in a Pandemic
It wasn’t until Sandlin, Green Team president and Sustainability minor, took a class on climate migration in January 2020 that she began to wrestle with the idea that migration could be a natural ...
Bridging the Gap Between Climate Migration and Christianity
In present-day global society, we find a contradiction, a gap, between cultural identity and practices of politics and society as well, especially after the coming of globalisation and liberalisation ...
Cultural identities in South Asia: the way forward
Activities to encourage children and young people to think critically about stigma and migration, and what makes us who we are. What is it that makes up our identity ... recognise what makes us human.
Identity and belonging
“The scourge of illicit drugs and transnational organized crime ... and parties campaigning on loss of sovereignty and identity,” the report added. “Some European countries are trying to balance ...
Intelligence Assessment: Pandemic, Policy Perceptions, Instability Driving Migration ‘Resurgence’
“Many immigrants in France are working class and ... push national identity and racial issues to the forefront, promoting the idea of protecting national identities from migration and ...
The West, xenophobia, and the legacy of colonialism: Problems of identity in politics
A leading exponent of global labor history, Marcel van der Linden's work looks beyond the Fordist industrial workforce to examine the ever-changing forms of exploitation on which capitalism relies.
The Working Class Isn’t Just White Male Factory Workers (And Never Was)
Richard Wright wrote 'The Man Who Lived Underground' at the height of his fame — just after "Native Son" — but it's only now being published in full form, by Library of America.
Richard Wright’s novel of police brutality: The most relevant book of 2021 was written 80 years ago
Jay (Roshan Seth) weeps as he drives to the airport with his wife Kinnu (Sharmila Tagore) and daughter Mina, leaving behind a well-appointed home, his middle-class status and his very identity as ...
Film flashback: In ‘Mississippi Masala’, migration, an inter-racial romance and the idea of home
What has evolved and expanded for me is the need to look at border regimes with the specificity of their local context, while looking at their similarities across transnational regimes.
Pulling Down the World’s Walls: A Conversation With Harsha Walia
Ports of Transnational Labor Organizing: Anarchism along the Peruvian-Chilean Littoral, 1916–1928. Hispanic American Historical Review, Vol. 99, Issue. 3, p. 501. Bryce, Benjamin 2019. Undesirable ...
Latin America and the First World War
He specializes in understanding the development of self and identity within the context of racism, migration, globalization and formation of transnational diasporas. He teaches courses such as, ...
Sunil Bhatia
She explains a scourge that gave migration a never-seen-before stillness, a disease spreading without the recognition of borders or class ... concentrated a lot on transnational organised crime.
Igoye seeks to set Uganda free from trafficking
and then take better care of our own working-class people and not allow this kind of transnational, global, corporatist elite to take everything for themselves under the guise of neoliberalism.” ...
Open Borders Is Socialism
Drawing from 20 years of ethnographic research in schools and community centres, Bronwen Low will explore transnational youth identities and language practices ... of a high-school Hip Hop and slam ...
“Oulala”: Identities, Language and Well-Being Inside Youth Recording Studios
12 15 TRANSNATIONAL ISSUES ... and parties campaigning on loss of sovereignty and identity. Some European countries are trying to balance migration and COVID-19 concerns with the need for ...
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